
Automate to Maximize Translation Efficiencies  

A full range of MT services to fit your needs  

Your multilingual content requires care and attention in order to resonate with your end user in any 
market. How can you reconcile high-impact, high-quality translations with tight budgets and short 
timelines?  

Verbatim Machine Translate (VMT) is an important translation option that uses software to automate 
translation and generates significant cost and time savings. Apply VMT to large volumes of content that 
need rapid translation to save time and resources.  

Professional translators often post-edit VMT content to improve the initial translation and maximize its 
utilization. This workflow is called MTPE (Machine Translation Post-Editing) and supports multiple 
quality, turnaround, and budget requirements.  

Choose the VMT service that fits your sophistication and output quality requirements. Verbatim Language 
Solutions offers distinct levels of MT (Machine Translation) and MTPE to meet your project and audience 
needs, including:  

• Unsupervised MT: The lowest quality level, unsupervised MT is direct output from the MT system and is 
not post-edited  

• MT Basic: The post-editor performs minimal modifications to the MT to ensure it is understandable  

• MT Premium: The post-editor performs all necessary modifications to the MT 
to produce an accurate translation, which should read as if it had been written in the target language  

• MT Focused: Selective, budget-sensitive customization maximizes the quality of unsupervised MT by 
limiting post-editing to customer-designated criteria (section titles, specific terminology, etc.)  

Choose Verbatim MTPE Services to:  

• Improve the efficiency of traditional translation projects  

• Enjoy the best of both worlds: a fast, affordable alternative to traditional human translation from the industry 
leader in professional translation and localization services  

• Increase translation productivity by integrating MT and MTPE into existing localization processes  

• Accommodate high content volume and accelerate time to market  

• Optimize localization budgets and increase the amount of content you can translate  

• Leverage best-of-breed MT technology  

(including Neural Machine Translation), work processes, and specialized human post-editing for significantly 
improved translation ROI  

 


